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RBCC DEVELOPMENT PATHWAY 

Runaway Bay wishes to clearly display the Clubs pathway for development of players from 
the age they first join the Club, potentially in junior programs at under-8 level, through to 
the Club’s senior teams and onward. 

 

 

 

Participation v Performance 

The Club holds strong beliefs that participation is the core element of most cricket played 
at the Club. Within the Junior program, the Club holds firm to a participation policy 
designed to ensure all junior cricketers are offered an opportunity to contribute and enjoy 
the game. 

Once players begin to move to the senor ranks (from the age of 14 onwards), 
performance is given more focus. Senior participation is still important and 5th & 6th Grade 
actively promote participation in a more social environment. 

Grades 1 through 4 are designed to reward performance and have merit based selection 
policies.  
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Mentoring in Senior Cricket 

 

The Club will afford opportunity to talented young players through allocated 
development places in 2nd, 3rd and 4th Grade. These positions will be offered to talented 
young players and their place will be guaranteed in the team for the season, to give them 
an opportunity to develop into their roles without performance based pressure. 

Conversely, there also be three mentor/core players in each of those grades who no 
matter the level of performance, will not be picked in a grade higher. These players will 
likely be players whom have played a substantial amount of higher grade cricket and will 
be tasked with educating their team, especially the development players, in ways to be 
better cricketers, on and off the field. Focus on developing Clubmanship (covers, 
presentations etc) will be important as well as ensuring players are learning more about 
their own games.  

The Senior Coordinator, in conjunction with the Club Coach will allocate these positions at 
the start of every year.  


